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Yet many Christians struggle with feeling worthless and can even slip into self-hatred, which is not healthy. It
assumes that we already do love ourselves. For example, when the apostle Paul tells husbands to love their
lives as their own bodies Ephesians 5: Proverbs also tells us that he or she who acquires wisdom, loves his
own soul Proverbs First, self esteem is the way we feel about ourselves, self image is the way we think about
ourselves. Since our thoughts and feelings go together, if we think too highly of ourselves, we will have an
inflated self-esteem. On the other hand, if we think too lowly of ourselves, we feel inferior and worthless. A
healthy self-image is where we see ourselves truthfully, as God sees us. Some Christians get caught in only
seeing their sinful side and forget that they are indeed a magnificent creation of God Psalm and that God has
indeed put gifts and talents inside of us to be used to serve him and others. When we love ourselves too much,
the focus of life is all about me, either thinking about wonderful I am and how much I deserve, or brooding
about how miserable I feel because life, people or God are not giving me everything I think I should have.
Instead we make concerted efforts to execute godly self-care so we are equipped and free to serve and glorify
God not self. When we love ourselves biblically here are three things we will do: We will seek God as our
highest priority. This is not selfish but good. Proverbs tells us that those who fail to find wisdom, harm
themselves Proverbs 8: We will correct and discipline ourselves. At first this may seem counterintuitive.
People think that when they love themselves that means they can give in to their wants, their feelings, their
desires and their flesh. Credit card debt, obesity, sexual promiscuity, pornography, drug abuse, and alcoholism
are at all time highs. Not only do we indulge our fleshly appetites, we also indulge our immature and sinful
ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving. The results of a self-indulgent psyche or lifestyle is not greater
happiness or a good self-esteem but rather, bondage. God tells us one of the causes of self-hatred is ignoring
self-discipline and self-correction Proverbs Ask God to show you whether you love yourself enough or too
much. If you notice your self-care does not involve the three steps from above, perhaps you are loving
yourself too much in the wrong ways or not enough in the right ways.
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Leslie Vernick introduces an ageless concept that has been buried in today's me first world. It offers solid truth and
challenges our current mantra of living by feelings. This book is birthed out of a heart that desires to show a better way
to live -- a biblical way.
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At last--an articulate voice of truth in the chaos of our me-first world. Leslie helped adjust my perspective as she took me
back to scriptures dealing with "self-fulfillment" and "self-image." Her thoughtful, real-life book is full of sound-bytes.
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I read this book a number of years ago, but it really affected me in positive, long-lived ways. I was pretty naive before
reading this book, thinking that "do gooders" were simply selfless, but this book helped me to see the other motives and
needs that may be not so clearly evident on the surface.
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